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Good morning all, 

 

Equity investors had a modest up and down week this week and we appear 

headed into the weekend with small changes on either side of the ledger. 

Canadian stocks are slightly on the plus side, partly thanks to the continued rise in 

oil prices as they rose another 2% to add to a solid run of price increases over the 

past few weeks. Of late, the tensions in Libya combined with OPEC’s commitment 

to restrict supplies has continued to bolster oil prices. In the US, stocks are 

headed for a modest loss as US banks have enjoyed a rally that was offset by US 

healthcare losses. In Europe there is a continued commitment to low, if not 

negative, interest rates and this combined with another Brexit delay being granted 

helped stocks enjoy a mini-relief rally that continued this week. Despite continued 

progress in trade disputes, the Emerging Markets were down a touch this week. 

Interest rates crept higher this week thanks to solid economic data and for the 

economically inclined, you will be pleased to know that the much fabled Yield 

Curve has steepened (if you are so keen I have included an article on this topic). 



Don’t get me wrong; it’s not that I think we should ignore the yield curve but on 

the same week where we confirmed the existence of a black hole (that’s bigger 

than our solar system), I think there are better things to worry about.  

 

Trade continues to be a focus for investors but the narrative has shifted into relief 

rally mode. Many have focused on the progress toward a US/China détente but 

other trade skirmishes remain unresolved and some new ones are being started. It 

has been over 6 months since the US, Canada, and Mexico struck a new NAFTA 

deal on September 30. However, if ratification is delayed much longer, it could get 

caught up in electoral politics. The US’s upcoming presidential election is in 2020, 

and Canada’s federal election will take place in the fall. Former Mexican deputy 

foreign minister for North America, Andres Roznetal, said that “the USMCA is in 

trouble.” He believes the deal will eventually be approved, but that ongoing tariff 

issues and opposition from House Democrats and unions will make an approval 

in the next few months unlikely. Canada’s parliament must also approve the deal, 

but few weeks remain before summer recess begins in June. Steel and aluminum 

tariffs remain a key concern for both Canada and Mexico. The metal tariffs were 

not included in the USMCA, and Mexico has threatened to impose duties on new 

US products in retaliation. On Thursday, Prime Minister Trudeau rejected quotas 

on steel and aluminum in exchange for the US tariffs being lifted. I suspect this 

will be resolved eventually and the tangible impacts have been limited but it 

remains an overhang. So while that cloud lingers, Trump looks set to start another 

storm. On Monday, the Trump administration moved toward imposing tariffs on 

about $11 billion in imports from the European Union as reported by the Wall 

Street Journal. The proposed tariffs include a range of EU products from large 

commercial aircrafts to dairy products, as part of a retaliation for subsidies given 

to Airbus. The US has been in litigation at the World Trade Organization over 

Airbus subsidies since 2004 and “the time has come for action,” said US Trade 



Representative Robert Lighthizer. “Our ultimate goal is to reach an agreement 

with the EU to end all WTO-inconsistent subsidies to large civil aircraft. When the 

EU ends these harmful subsidies, the additional US duties imposed in response 

can be lifted.” An official for the European Commission, the EU’s executive arm, 

said the level of tariffs Washington will be allowed to impose will be set by a 

WTO-appointed arbitrator. The EU is already facing US tariffs on steel and 

aluminum exports.  

 

The ultimate question with all of these trade clouds is this: does it truly have a 

material impact on economic growth. So far, not much. The best example is 

China, whom Trump has had in his crosshairs for 2 years now…it turns out their 

trade surplus is growing! China’s exports rose 14.2% on a year-over-year basis, 

with economists expecting a modest 7.3% gain. Imports, meanwhile, fell 7.6% on 

a year-over-year basis, weaker than economists’ expectations. The large export 

gain and sharp drop in imports resulted in a surplus of $33 billion in March, 

much larger than expectations of $7 billion. According to Reuters, some 

economists attribute the export gains to seasonal factors given the drop due to 

long holidays in February. With regard to imports, economists have noted that 

companies may be holding back on restocking inventory due to concerns over the 

longer term global growth outlook as well as trade. Furthermore, amid the US-

China trade war, US firms have shifted a number of purchases to other countries 

such as Vietnam, South Korea, Taiwan and Mexico.  

 

Solid economic data helped lift interest rates somewhat this week. This data, 

combined with comments from the Fed and Bank of Canada that they are happy 

leaving rates alone (as opposed to hiking them which was their bias just a few 

months ago) has helped embolden investors. Federal Reserve officials signaled 

greater conviction at the March 19 - 20 policy meeting that interest rates will 



remain unchanged this year. Officials voted to hold rates steady in December after 

having lifted the benchmark rate four times last year. The US central bank pivoted 

abruptly at that meeting to a much-less aggressive posture, and the minutes 

released on Wednesday showed policymakers agreed to be "patient" about making 

any moves on rates as reported by the Wall Street Journal. “Many participants 

indicated that, while inflation had been close to 2% last year, it was noteworthy 

that it had not shown greater signs of firming in response to strong labor market 

conditions and rising nominal wage growth, as well as to the short-term upward 

pressure on prices arising from tariff increases,” the minutes said. At the same 

time, the minutes showed officials did not perceive any need to cut their 

benchmark rate absent a broader deterioration in the economy. Officials said their 

view of the appropriate setting for interest rates “could shift in either direction 

based on incoming data and other developments.”  

 

This morning marks the start of corporate earnings season with US banks kicking 

things off. JP Morgan and Wells Fargo both reported much better than expected 

earnings, although Wells tempered enthusiasm for future earnings growth. Much 

like the economic data of late, investors will be looking for signs of whether or not 

the recent modest slowdown in economic data will feed through into meaningful 

impacts on profits. Should they not, I would expect that stocks will continue to 

recover. Stay tuned… 

 

Now, I don’t normally attach articles on such technical investment matters as this 

but I have never had so many questions about the phenomenon of an inverted 

yield curve so I thought I would provide an expert article. I defer to Jim Allworth 

who has been one of RBC’s top strategists for probably about 100 years (before 

black holes and inverted yield curves were a thing)…and he is still as sharp as they 



come. His take: We believe it will take some doing to get the US into recession 

from here but are treating the inversion as a shot across the bow for investors. 

https://www.rbcwealthmanagement.com/ca/en/research-insights/yield-curve-

inversion-a-wake-up-call-for-investors/detail/  

 

Have a great weekend, 
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